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1. Introduction to Unnatural Base Pairs {#chem201903525-sec-0001}
=======================================

Genetic information in all living organisms is encoded in DNA, which consists of nucleotides with four different nucleobases that form nucleobase pairs. Adenine pairs with thymine (or uracil in RNA) through two hydrogen bonds and cytosine pairs with guanine through three hydrogen bonds (Figure [1](#chem201903525-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"} A). Decades ago, the plan emerged to design synthetic nucleotides that can form additional base pairs, so‐called artificial or unnatural base pairs (UBPs).[1](#chem201903525-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"} The benefits of having a third base pair are diverse. As UBPs are structurally different from the natural pairs (differences can range from minimal to large), a clear gain is the increased chemical and structural diversity in DNA and RNA strands that can be created if it consists of six instead of four building blocks. Increased diversity is, for example, useful in the search for affinity binders like aptamers. Including an UBP in SELEX (systematic evolution of ligands by exponential enrichment) processes can be used to generate aptamers that bind to proteins and cells, as has already successfully been demonstrated.[2](#chem201903525-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}, [3](#chem201903525-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}, [4](#chem201903525-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}, [5](#chem201903525-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}, [6](#chem201903525-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}, [7](#chem201903525-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"} Apart from generating diversity in DNA and RNA, a third base pair can be used to incorporate non‐proteinogenic amino acids into a polypeptide chain by ribosome‐based translation. Generation of proteins containing unnatural amino acids by the use of UBPs has already been realized in vitro[8](#chem201903525-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}, [9](#chem201903525-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"} but would be even more useful in vivo and a first success in this field has already been achieved.[10](#chem201903525-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"} One ultimate aim of synthetic biology is the generation of a semisynthetic organism (SSO) in which the artificial base pair is stably included during growth and reproduction. A future practical application of such an SSO would be the production of new proteins with therapeutic or diagnostic value, which include non‐natural amino acids at specific sites. Artificial base pairs can also be used for site‐specific post amplification labeling of DNA,[11](#chem201903525-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}, [12](#chem201903525-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"} for example, to identify DNA lesions.[13](#chem201903525-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"} Furthermore, Benner and co‐workers showed, for example, the beneficial contribution of their artificial pairs in multiplexed polymerase chain reaction (PCR),[14](#chem201903525-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"} diagnostic of different viral RNA sequences in a complex environment,[15](#chem201903525-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"} and the synthesis of large DNA constructs from short fragments.[16](#chem201903525-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}

![Chemical structures of A) natural base pairs and B,C) UBPs (R=2**′**‐deoxyribose or 2′‐deoxyribose‐5′‐triphosphate). B) Members of the family of hydrophobic UBPs of the Hirao group (left) and the Romesberg group (right). **dPx** can carry different modifications at position R′ (gray box). In this review, we discuss the **dPx** carrying a diol functionality. C) Two pairs from the Benner group, which are characterized by an alternative hydrogen‐bonding pattern compared with the natural pairs.](CHEM-26-3446-g003){#chem201903525-fig-0001}

To be applicable in the above‐mentioned approaches, the UBP candidate needs to fulfill several properties. The UBP needs to be fully orthogonal to the natural pairs and efficiently and selectively replicated by DNA polymerases (during multiple cycles of PCR) and translated to RNA by RNA polymerases. Thereby, the pairing partners should be inserted into DNA with an error rate per base pair (also termed fidelity) at least as low as 10^−3^,[17](#chem201903525-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"} meaning one error in 1000 incorporation reactions. For comparison, natural DNA is replicated with fidelities of up to 10^−5^ to 10^−6^ when using a DNA polymerase with an associated 3′--5′ exonuclease activity.[17](#chem201903525-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"} One error in 1000 reactions would require a selectivity of at least 99.9 % per replication step. A 99.9 % selectivity in turn leads to 97 % retention of the UBP after 30 cycles of PCR (0.999^30^=0.97) and only 90 % retention after 100 cycles of PCR. Even though this degree of selectivity is sufficient for a number of applications (e.g., in the use of primers containing UBPs in nested PCR or use in diagnostics),[13](#chem201903525-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}, [14](#chem201903525-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"} for others, where high amplification of the DNA or plasmid containing the UBP is performed and loss of the UBP is critical (e.g., if implemented in an SSO that should produce proteins containing an unnatural amino acid),[9](#chem201903525-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"} a selectivity truly approaching that of natural pairs is crucial.

In this review, we feature different UBPs with the main focus on their acceptance by DNA polymerases and structural studies, investigating the base pairs in free duplex DNA and in the active site of KlenTaq DNA polymerase (Klenow Fragment of DNA polymerase I of *Thermus aquaticus*). We use the abbreviations UB nucleosides (dN), and UB nucleotides (dNMP for the monophosphate, dNTP for the triphosphate) in the following.

2. Different UBPs and their Acceptance by DNA Polymerases {#chem201903525-sec-0002}
=========================================================

Chiefly, three different groups headed by Benner, Romesberg, and Hirao have most significantly advanced the development of UBPs in the past few decades and all three groups have developed different candidate molecular scaffolds, which are well replicated by DNA polymerases (Figure [1](#chem201903525-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"} B, C). In this review, we only introduce the currently most successful and investigated pairs developed by these research groups. Thereby, we differentiate between the two families: hydrogen‐bonding UBPs (including the candidates from the Benner lab) and hydrophobic, non‐hydrogen‐bonding UBPs (comprising the most recent pairs developed in the Hirao and Romesberg labs). A detailed history of the development of UBPs is described elsewhere.[18](#chem201903525-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}, [19](#chem201903525-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}, [20](#chem201903525-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}, [21](#chem201903525-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}, [22](#chem201903525-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}, [23](#chem201903525-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"} Furthermore, the numerous and diverse applications of the well‐replicated UBPs in the creation of DNA aptamers and an SSO with a six‐letter alphabet, but also other in vitro applications, are described in the following reviews.[22](#chem201903525-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}, [24](#chem201903525-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}, [25](#chem201903525-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}, [26](#chem201903525-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}

2.1. Hydrogen‐bonding UBPs {#chem201903525-sec-0003}
--------------------------

Based on orthogonal hydrogen‐bonding patterns, the Benner lab developed a fully Artificially Expanded Genetic Information System (AEGIS) including 12 nucleotides that in total form six specific nucleobase pairs. All pairs have a different, distinct arrangement of hydrogen‐bond donor and acceptor groups, form three hydrogen bonds, and retain Watson--Crick geometries.[18](#chem201903525-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}, [27](#chem201903525-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"} The most prominent members of the AEGIS system are the nucleobases 2‐amino‐imidazo\[1,2‐*a*\]‐1,3,5‐triazin‐4(8 *H*)one (shortly termed **P**) and 6‐amino‐5‐nitro‐2(1 *H*)‐pyridone (shortly termed **Z**), which form a **P**--**Z** base pair through three hydrogen bonds[28](#chem201903525-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"} (Figure [1](#chem201903525-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"} C). The **dP**--**dZ** pair is replicated by diverse DNA polymerases of the A‐ and B‐family, albeit with lower efficiency compared with the natural counterparts.[29](#chem201903525-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"} In PCR reactions using Taq (family A), Vent (*exo*‐), and DeepVent (*exo*‐) (both family B) DNA polymerases, the fidelity (or selectivity) per round is reported to be 94.4, 97.5, and 97.5 %, respectively. A more recent protocol runs with retention of one **dP**--**dZ** pair in an amplified DNA strand of 99.2 % per theoretical PCR cycle with standard triphosphate concentrations and even 99.8 % under optimized triphosphate concentrations.[30](#chem201903525-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"} The study by Yang et al. revealed that the highest retention of the **dP**--**dZ** pair is reached at a pH of 7.8--8.0 by using Vent (*exo*‐) or DeepVent (*exo*‐) but with the drawback that natural **dC**--**dG** pairs are likely converted to **dP**--**dZ** pairs. For an optimal overall fidelity (low misincorporation of unnatural opposite natural nucleotides plus high retention of the unnatural nucleotides), Taq DNA polymerase appeared to be better.[29](#chem201903525-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"} Several consecutive (up to four) **dP**--**dZ** pairs can be enzymatically incorporated into a DNA strand before the incorporation stops. Furthermore, DNA templates containing up to four consecutive **dP--dZ** pairs can be PCR amplified by Taq and Phusion DNA polymerases.[30](#chem201903525-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}

Owing to the rather low incorporation efficiency, directed evolution of Taq DNA polymerase was performed to improve the enzyme properties. The generation of a KlenTaq DNA polymerase mutant (M444V, P527A, D551E, and E832V) increased the incorporation efficiency of **dZMP** opposite **dP** (judged by primer extension experiments).[31](#chem201903525-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}, [32](#chem201903525-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"} The reverse process, incorporation of **dPMP** opposite a templating **dZ**, however, was inefficient. A major drawback of the **dP**--**dZ** pair in general is the mispairing with natural nucleotides (mainly misincorporation of **dGMP** opposite deprotonated **dZ)**.[30](#chem201903525-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}, [33](#chem201903525-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"}

2.2. Non‐hydrogen‐bonding, hydrophobic UBPs {#chem201903525-sec-0004}
-------------------------------------------

A different strategy to develop artificial base pairs was followed by the Hirao and Romesberg groups. Both groups decided to investigate base pairs that structurally differ from the natural base pairs and that pair through hydrophobic and packing forces rather than hydrogen bonds. This approach was inspired by the work of Kool and co‐workers who showed that hydrogen bonds are not necessarily needed to form a base pair that can efficiently and selectively be replicated by DNA polymerases.[34](#chem201903525-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"}, [35](#chem201903525-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"} The Hirao group thereby focused on the concept of shape complementarity by combining one smaller and one larger scaffold like a natural pyrimidine--purine pair. The Romesberg group relied on structures with little to no homology to the natural counterparts (Figure [1](#chem201903525-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"} B).

The most prominent base pair from the Hirao group is the pair formed between 7‐(2‐thienyl)imidazo\[4,5‐*b*\]pyridine (**Ds**) and 2‐nitro‐4‐propynylpyrrole (**Px**) (Figure [1](#chem201903525-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"} B).[36](#chem201903525-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"} This pair can efficiently and selectively be replicated by DNA polymerases and is successfully used in different applications, for example, in the generation of aptamers.[2](#chem201903525-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"} The **Px** base can carry different functional groups at the propynyl linker such as amino, diol, and aromatic groups (see Figure 1 in ref. [36](#chem201903525-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"}) or azide, ethynyl, and biotin (see Figure 1 in ref. [37](#chem201903525-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"}). Several of these **dPx** nucleotides can easily be modified further (before and after insertion into DNA) with even large functional groups, which is a powerful tool for the generation of site‐specifically modified DNA.[37](#chem201903525-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"} As the **diol‐dPx** (shown in Figure [1](#chem201903525-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"} B, gray box) was shown to be the best pairing partner of **dDs** in PCR amplification,[36](#chem201903525-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"} we used it in our structural studies together with the Hirao group and refer to the **diol‐dPx** as just **dPx** throughout this review.

The Hirao pair **dDs**--**dPx** is most efficiently replicated by family B DNA polymerases. Members of the A‐family (Taq and TITANIUM Taq DNA polymerases, which have intrinsically no 3′--5′ exonuclease activity) showed much lower selectivity for the **dDs**--**dPx** pairing in PCR amplification with **dDs**‐containing templates.[36](#chem201903525-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"} In an optimized protocol for PCR amplification of DNA containing **dDs** and **dPx**, the DeepVent (*exo*+) DNA polymerase (B‐family) is used.[36](#chem201903525-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"}, [37](#chem201903525-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"} The fidelities reached in these experiments (dependent on template sequence and modification at **dPx**) are 99.96 up to \>99.97 % per doubling event. Although **dDs**--**dPx** is efficiently replicated within various DNA sequences, there are still some sequences preferred over others (for details see ref. [38](#chem201903525-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"}). PCR amplification of DNA containing two **dDs** bases separated by 4, 6, 9, or 12 natural bases showed that at least six natural bases inserted between two **dDs** bases are needed to exhibit high amplification efficiency under the tested conditions.[38](#chem201903525-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"}

In several rounds of screening and optimization based on structure--activity relationship data, the Romesberg group developed the base pair between 2,6‐dimethyl‐2 *H*‐isoquiniline‐1‐thione (**d5SICS**) and 2‐methoxy‐3‐methylnaphthalene (**dNaM**; Figure [1](#chem201903525-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"} B). The UBP **dNaM**--**d5SICS** was intensively studied and was the first artificial base pair to be replicated by the endogenous replication machinery in a plasmid in *E. coli* cells.[39](#chem201903525-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"} The **dNaM**--**d5SICS** pair is most efficiently amplified by OneTaq, a mixture of the A‐family Taq DNA polymerase and the B‐family Deep Vent (*exo*+) DNA Polymerase.[40](#chem201903525-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"} Depending on the template sequence, the remarkably high amplification fidelities per doubling of 99.66 to \>99.98 % are reached.[40](#chem201903525-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"} As PCR amplification with exonuclease‐deficient DNA polymerases proceeded with higher efficiency than when using exonuclease‐proficient enzymes (with standard concentrations of natural substrates) but exonuclease activity is needed to reach high fidelity, a mixture of two enzymes was found to yield the best results. Further optimization of the pair led to the, to date, most efficiently in vitro replicated pair **dNaM**--**dTPT3** (fidelity per doubling in replication: \>99.98 %[12](#chem201903525-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}), which was first used in the creation of an SSO that not only stores[41](#chem201903525-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"} but also retrieves increased information.[10](#chem201903525-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"} For the realization of an SSO, in vivo screening of base pair candidates led to the pairs **dMTMO**--**dTPT3**, **dPTMO**--**dTPT3**,[42](#chem201903525-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"} and **dCNMO**--**dTPT3** [43](#chem201903525-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"} (Figure [2](#chem201903525-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}), which all show increased retention in an SSO compared with the **dNaM**--**dTPT3** pair. The fact that these pairs show increased replication proficiency, meaning higher retention rates in vivo but not in vitro, emphasizes the importance of the way of evaluating candidates. An important factor contributing to the different results in vitro and in vivo might be the different uptake of the substrates into the cell, or stability within the cell, the different DNA polymerases (e.g., *E. coli* Pol III and/or Pol II) that replicate DNA in the SSO,[43](#chem201903525-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"} and the presence of other components in the in vivo replisome (e.g., the β‐clamp processivity factor or DNA repair mechanisms).[44](#chem201903525-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"}

![Base pairs that show improved retention in the environment of a semisynthetic organism (R=2′‐deoxyribose or 2′‐deoxyribose‐5′‐triphosphate).](CHEM-26-3446-g004){#chem201903525-fig-0002}

2.3. Further artificial base pairs {#chem201903525-sec-0005}
----------------------------------

Apart from the hydrogen‐bonding and hydrophobic UBPs just mentioned, new base‐pairing concepts have emerged. Size‐expanded base pairs, also termed benzo‐expanded DNA or xDNA[45](#chem201903525-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"}, [46](#chem201903525-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"} and base pairs with four instead of three or two hydrogen bonds[47](#chem201903525-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"} have been introduced, but fidelities and efficiencies in polymerase reactions are currently low.[17](#chem201903525-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"} Additionally, metal‐mediated base pairs that consist of two ligand‐type nucleobases connected through a central metal ion have been developed.[48](#chem201903525-bib-0048){ref-type="ref"} Through its coordination, the metal ion stably crosslinks two strands and therefore these pairs are interesting in DNA nanotechnology.[49](#chem201903525-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"}, [50](#chem201903525-bib-0050){ref-type="ref"} Furthermore, DNA containing such pairs function as metal ion sensors and are, for example, used for the detection of Hg^2+^ in specimens.[48](#chem201903525-bib-0048){ref-type="ref"}, [50](#chem201903525-bib-0050){ref-type="ref"}

3. Structure of Hydrophobic UBPs: The Hirao and Romesberg Pairs {#chem201903525-sec-0006}
===============================================================

It is remarkable that such high amplification efficiencies and fidelities are reached with artificial base pairs that significantly differ in shape compared with the natural base pairs and only rely on hydrophobic and packing forces. Understanding the structure of the hydrophobic UBPs themselves and their influence on the DNA structure in solution or their processing by enzymes is key to understanding the molecular basis of these processes and might enable optimizing candidates for different applications. In the following, we review structural data gained from experimental and computational studies on hydrophobic UBPs either as free pairs, in duplex DNA, or in the active site of a DNA polymerase.

The structures of hydrophobic artificial base pairs have been studied in different ways and contexts. **DNaM**--**d5SICS** and related base pairs from the Romesberg group were investigated as isolated pairs by computational methods and in free duplex DNA by means of computational and experimental methods. Further, the structures of **dNaM**--**d5SICS** and **dDs**--**dPx** in complexes with KlenTaq DNA polymerase were studied by using X‐ray crystallography in our group in collaboration with the Hirao and Romesberg groups.

3.1. Computational studies {#chem201903525-sec-0007}
--------------------------

DFT (dispersion‐corrected density functional theory) calculations of free nucleobases (sugar and phosphate moieties omitted) revealed that **NaM**--**5SICS**, **NaM**--**TPT3**, and related pairs favor a "slipped parallel stacked dimer arrangement"[51](#chem201903525-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"}, [52](#chem201903525-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"} with the nucleobases positioned on top of each other rather than forming a Watson--Crick‐type planar structure. The interplanar distance of the stacking bases is 3.3 to 3.5 Å and the exemplary center‐to‐center distance of **NaM**--**5SICS** is 3.6 Å.[51](#chem201903525-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"} Negi et al. found similar distorted parallel geometries that enable π--π stacking for a number of hydrophobic pairs from the Romesberg group (including **NaM**--**5SICS**) but contradicting results were found for the pair **NaM**--**TPT3**.[53](#chem201903525-bib-0053){ref-type="ref"} The nucleobases in **NaM**--**TPT3** do not stack but pair in a highly bent structure, which may in part be stabilized by a weak interaction between the sulfur of **TPT3** and the methoxy group of **NaM**.

3.2. Computational studies of structures within duplex DNA {#chem201903525-sec-0008}
----------------------------------------------------------

In contrast to the results from free nucleobases, classical molecular dynamics simulations show that when positioned within a DNA double strand (11‐mer), the **dNaM**--**d5SICS** pair forms a natural‐like planar structure with a C1′−C1′ distance of 10.7 Å.[51](#chem201903525-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"} In this orientation, π‐stacking with natural bases above and below can be maximized. In this study, it was concluded that the stability of the UBPs arises from the rather strong dispersion interactions between the planar **d5SICS** and **dNaM** nucleobases and their neighboring stacked natural bases (intrastrand interactions) rather than the interactions within the UBP (interstrand). A similar result was found by molecular dynamics simulations by Negi et al., which shows that **d5SICS**--**dMMO2** (a precursor of **d5SICS**--**dNaM**) and **d5SICS**--**dNaM** (C1′−C1′ distance of 10.0 Å) adopt a nearly planar geometry and **dTPT3**--**dNaM** (C1′−C1′ distance of 10.9 Å) takes a completely planar geometry within DNA[53](#chem201903525-bib-0053){ref-type="ref"} (Figure [3](#chem201903525-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"} A). Thereby, **dTPT3**--**dNaM** shows the least perturbations of the DNA double helix geometry. This result is consistent with the higher replication fidelity and efficiency of **dTPT3**--**dNaM** compared with many other hydrophobic UBPs.[12](#chem201903525-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}

![A,B) Comparison of hydrophobic UBP structures in free duplex DNA in A) a molecular modeling study[51](#chem201903525-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"} and B) an NMR study.[53](#chem201903525-bib-0053){ref-type="ref"}, [54](#chem201903525-bib-0054){ref-type="ref"} The studied DNA duplexes containing a **dNaM**--**d5SICS** pair are shown on the left side with a close‐up of the base pair on the right side. **dNaM**, **d5SICS**, and **dTPT3** are shown in marine, dark blue, and cyan, respectively. A) The pairing of **dNaM**--**dTPT3** investigated in the same study is shown in addition. B) A second orientation of **dNaM**--**d5SICS** is shown to better visualize the stacking. Distances between the C1′ atoms of the ribose moieties and the average distance of the edges between **dNaM** and **d5SICS** in the NMR structure are given in Å. C) Structure of an NMR study investigating the **dQ**--**dPa** pair, a precursor of the **dDs**--**dPx** pair discussed in this review. The **dQ**--**dPa** pair in an edge‐to‐edge‐like manner with a slightly larger C1′−C1′ distance compared with the natural pairs in the strand (average distance of eleven natural pairs: 10.5 Å).](CHEM-26-3446-g005){#chem201903525-fig-0003}

In another computational study, published by Galindo‐Murillo et al., a 13‐mer DNA strand containing one, three, or five **dNaM**--**d5SICS** base pairs was investigated.[54](#chem201903525-bib-0054){ref-type="ref"} In the presence of one artificial pair, the group observed---similar to Jahiruddin et al. and Negi et al.---a rather planar orientation of the base pair in the most populated structure within a 10 μs simulation. This structure has a C1′−C1′ distance for the UBP of 11.4 Å, which is similar to natural pairs, however, other base pair and backbone geometry parameters differ greatly. DFT computations of a trimer with the **dNaM**--**d5SICS** in the middle again yield a slightly different result. The **dNaM**--**d5SICS** pair still adopts a somehow edge‐to‐edge structure with a C1′−C1′ distance of 10.8 Å but with a propeller angle of −13°, which significantly deviates from being planar. In the same study, molecular dynamics simulation results show that embedding more than two **dNaM**--**d5SICS** pairs within a short DNA strand (13‐mer), the structure of the double helix is heavily disturbed until it collapses (with five unnatural pairs).[54](#chem201903525-bib-0054){ref-type="ref"}

All in all, computational studies indicate stacking arrangements for isolated hydrophobic artificial base pairs but rather edge‐to‐edge oriented nucleobases with different extents of distortion when embedded within short sequences of natural DNA (**5SICS**--**FEMO** being an exception, for details see ref. [53](#chem201903525-bib-0053){ref-type="ref"}). The different geometries of the UBPs found by computational methods in DNA and for isolated pairs emphasize the importance of interactions with neighboring (natural) nucleotides on the structure. The computational results (within short DNA sequences) support the use of hydrophobic artificial base pairs as they would not significantly hamper the stability and geometry of double helical DNA at least as long as only one UBP is embedded within natural nucleotides.[51](#chem201903525-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"}, [52](#chem201903525-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"}, [53](#chem201903525-bib-0053){ref-type="ref"} The highly planar structure of **dNaM**--**dTPT3** that only weakly disturbs the overall DNA double helix correlates well with the high efficiency and fidelity of the pair in PCR. This fact renders the computational studies useful in screening for even better‐performing artificial base pair candidates.

3.3. NMR studies {#chem201903525-sec-0009}
----------------

Several years before the computational studies were performed, NMR studies revealed that the hydrophobic artificial base pair **dNaM**--**d5SICS** [55](#chem201903525-bib-0055){ref-type="ref"} and the related **dMMO2**--**d5SICS**,[56](#chem201903525-bib-0056){ref-type="ref"} do not pair edge‐to‐edge like the hydrogen‐bonding natural pairs but adopt a partially intercalating structure in free duplex DNA (Figure [3](#chem201903525-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"} B). In detail, in the studied 12‐mer DNA duplex containing **dNaM**--**d5SICS** in the center of the duplex, the edges of the two nucleobases lie on top of each other with an average distance of 3.5 Å. In this state, the stacking interactions between the pairing partners seem to be maximized. The internucleotide distance between the C1′ atoms of the 2′‐deoxyribose moieties is 9.1 Å, which is significantly shorter compared with natural base pairs (usually around 10.4--10.5 Å for A--T and G--C pairs[57](#chem201903525-bib-0057){ref-type="ref"}). Interstrand intercalation has also been observed for other hydrophobic nucleobase analogs, for example, biphenyl and bipyridyl nucleotides,[58](#chem201903525-bib-0058){ref-type="ref"}, [59](#chem201903525-bib-0059){ref-type="ref"}, [60](#chem201903525-bib-0060){ref-type="ref"} the self‐pair **PICS**--**PICS**,[61](#chem201903525-bib-0061){ref-type="ref"} and aromatic chromophores.[62](#chem201903525-bib-0062){ref-type="ref"}, [63](#chem201903525-bib-0063){ref-type="ref"} Thus, intercalation seems to be a general feature of large aromatic nucleobase analogs, which is consistent with the important role of hydrophobicity and dispersion interactions.[22](#chem201903525-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}

For the **dDs**--**dPx** pair, no structural information in free duplex DNA is available and it is thus not known which pairing geometry is adopted. A precursor of **dDs**--**dPx**, the pair **dQ**--**dPa** (Figure [3](#chem201903525-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"} C), however, was structurally studied by NMR spectroscopy within a 12‐mer DNA duplex.[64](#chem201903525-bib-0064){ref-type="ref"} In this structure, the **dQ**--**dPa** pair forms a geometry similar to a Watson--Crick base pair although with some minor variations (bases are tilted with respect to each other, enlarged C1′−C1′ distance) and higher structural flexibility indicated by the broad NMR signals. Compared with **dQ**, **dDs** contains an additional thienyl moiety and dPx exhibits a nitro instead of the aldehyde group in dPa as well as an additional propynyl moiety. The main structures of these two pairs, however, are the same. Thus, it is likely that **dDs**--**dPx** can pair in a similar way as observed for **dQ**--**dPa** in an edge‐to‐edge, planar manner, closely resembling the geometry of a Watson--Crick base pair.

Taken together, the results of the NMR study with **dNaM**--**d5SICS** do not match the computational results that were obtained later (described in section 3.2). The discrepancy between an intercalating structure of **dNaM**--**d5SICS** and **dMMO2**--**d5SICS** within a DNA strand in the NMR studies and a more planar orientation of **dNaM**--**d5SICS** (and related pairs) in DNA in simulation studies needs to be further evaluated. It would furthermore be interesting to see if the **dDs**--**dPx** pair from the Hirao group, for which such studies were not made, likewise behaves differently in structural and computational studies.

The intercalating structure of **dNaM**--**d5SICS** was somehow surprising considering the proficient acceptance of the pair by DNA polymerases. This circumstance raised the question of how DNA polymerases deal with the artificial pair(s) on a molecular level and motivated structural studies.

3.4. Structure of UBPs in the active site of KlenTaq DNA polymerase {#chem201903525-sec-0010}
-------------------------------------------------------------------

To shine light into the mechanisms of UBP recognition by DNA polymerases, we, together with the Romesberg and Hirao groups, decided to investigate hydrophobic artificial base pairs in the active site of the structurally and functionally well‐characterized KlenTaq DNA polymerase. For the enzymatic incorporation of artificial nucleotides into DNA, a template containing an artificial nucleotide at the templating position as well as a cognate substrate triphosphate have to be bound and recognized as a "correct" pair in the active site of a DNA polymerase. For the two hydrophobic artificial base pairs **dNaM**--**d5SICS** and **dDs**--**dPx**, several crystal structures with KlenTaq were solved. Our study in total resulted in eight crystal structures in four different reaction states of the enzyme with components of the **dNaM**--**d5SICS** pair whereas for the Hirao pair **dDs**--**dPx** one structure is available. An overview of all structures with KlenTaq is given in Figure [4](#chem201903525-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"} together with the protein database (PDB) codes. Based on the KlenTaq complexes with the **dNaM**--**d5SICS** pair and previously obtained functional and structural data,[56](#chem201903525-bib-0056){ref-type="ref"}, [65](#chem201903525-bib-0065){ref-type="ref"}, [66](#chem201903525-bib-0066){ref-type="ref"}, [67](#chem201903525-bib-0067){ref-type="ref"}, [68](#chem201903525-bib-0068){ref-type="ref"} a mechanism of replication for hydrophobic artificial base pairs was proposed,[69](#chem201903525-bib-0069){ref-type="ref"} which probably also holds true---at least in some aspects---for other similar or less hydrophobic artificial base pairs lacking hydrogen bonds. In this section, we introduce the obtained crystal structures containing hydrophobic unnatural nucleotides and compare them with the analogous natural binary complexes with a **dG** or **dT** at the templating position (termed KlenTaq~dG~ and KlenTaq~dT~, respectively) and the natural ternary complex with a **dG--dCTP** pair in the insertion site (termed KlenTaq~dG--dCTP~).

![Crystallographic complexes trapped with KlenTaq WT or a KlenTaq mutant and UBPs in different states. The sequences of the primer/template duplexes used for crystallization are shown. Addition of ddCTP in A) and B) leads to **ddCMP** insertion and termination of the primer. PDB codes of the respective structures are given.](CHEM-26-3446-g006){#chem201903525-fig-0004}

The general crystallization strategy for binary and ternary complexes is the following: the KlenTaq DNA polymerase is purified and mixed with a previously annealed primer/template complex (for sequences of duplexes, see Figure [4](#chem201903525-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}). For the pre‐insertion complexes, a terminator dideoxy nucleotide is added, which after insertion terminates the primer owing to the lack of the 3′‐OH group. Binary crystals are grown and either measured or soaked with the respective substrates to obtain ternary crystal structures. Soaking conditions differed for the three substrates (for details, see refs. [55](#chem201903525-bib-0055){ref-type="ref"}, [69](#chem201903525-bib-0069){ref-type="ref"}, [70](#chem201903525-bib-0070){ref-type="ref"}).

KlenTaq DNA polymerase consists of four domains that are termed according to the topology of a hand: the finger, thumb, palm, and N‐terminal domain (Figure [5](#chem201903525-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}). Upon DNA binding, the thumb domain closes and together with the finger domain interacts with the primer/template duplex. The first single‐stranded template nucleotide (the templating nucleotide) is situated in an extrahelical, so‐called pre‐insertion position, and a tyrosine residue (Tyr671) stacks on top of the terminal base pair in the post‐insertion site of the duplex DNA. After triphosphate binding, a large conformational change of the finger domain takes place, transferring the enzyme from an open to a closed state (see Figure [5](#chem201903525-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}, transition of A to B). During this rearrangement, the tyrosine moves away and the templating nucleotide rotates towards the insertion site where it pairs with the incoming substrate triphosphate. The O‐helix of the finger domain is placed on top of the newly formed base pair. Thereby, a closed complex is formed in which the enzyme can geometrically select (in addition to previous selection steps[68](#chem201903525-bib-0068){ref-type="ref"}) for the conserved Watson--Crick structure of the natural base pairs.[65](#chem201903525-bib-0065){ref-type="ref"}, [66](#chem201903525-bib-0066){ref-type="ref"}, [67](#chem201903525-bib-0067){ref-type="ref"}, [71](#chem201903525-bib-0071){ref-type="ref"} The catalytic residues Asp785 and Asp610 are situated in the palm domain and coordinate---together with the triphosphate moiety of the substrate---two magnesium ions (see Figure [5](#chem201903525-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"} B). In this arrangement, all components involved in catalysis are positioned in a way that the 3′‐OH group of the primer terminus (which is not present in the crystals) can attack the α‐phosphate of the triphosphate substrate to form a phosphodiester bond. After the reaction, the enzyme translocates on the primer/template strand whereas the newly formed base pair is handed on to the post‐insertion site.

![The transition from A) an open binary to B) a closed ternary complex of KlenTaq DNA polymerase upon addition of a triphosphate substrate is visualized. The whole enzyme with N‐terminal, finger, thumb, and palm domains is shown and a close‐up visualizes the part of the finger domain that undergoes the biggest movement (different shades of blue for helices O, O1, O2, and N). The pre‐insertion position, insertion site, post‐insertion site, and catalytic site mentioned in the text are indicated by colored ovals. Mg^2+^ ions are shown as green spheres. C) The subdomain architecture of KlenTaq DNA polymerase and the color code used in A) and B) is given.](CHEM-26-3446-g007){#chem201903525-fig-0005}

### 3.4.1. Binary complexes {#chem201903525-sec-0011}

The overall structures of the binary complexes with a templating **dNaM** or a templating **d5SICS** unnatural nucleotide (KlenTaq~dNaM~ and KlenTaq~d5SICS~) are very similar to KlenTaq~dG~ and KlenTaq~dT~. All binary structures are characterized by an open finger domain, which shows flexibility indicated by elevated B‐factors. One significant difference in the structures is the position of the templating nucleotide and the 5′‐single‐stranded template overhang. In KlenTaq~d5SICS~ and KlenTaq~dG~, the templating nucleotides are rotated away from the insertion site and are positioned at the pre‐insertion position pointing towards the solvent (Figure [6](#chem201903525-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"} A, shown for KlenTaq~d5SICS~). The three upstream 5′‐single‐stranded template nucleotides are flexible and not resolved in the structures. In KlenTaq~dNaM~ and KlenTaq~dT~, the templating nucleotides are also flipped away from the insertion site, however, to a different position. The single‐stranded template is rotated to the developing DNA duplex where two of the nucleotides stack between the base pair in the post‐insertion site and Phe667 of the finger domain O‐helix (Figure [6](#chem201903525-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"} B, shown for KlenTaq~dNaM~). The different arrangements seem to depend on the templating nucleotide and the sequence of the single‐stranded overhang and most probably also its length. Longer single‐stranded overhangs might not undergo the backward rotational movement observed in KlenTaq~dNaM~ and KlenTaq~dT~ and therefore this template arrangement is most probably not relevant in insertion reactions in solution. As the different arrangements are observed for both natural and unnatural templating nucleotides, it is concluded that neither **dNaM** nor **d5SICS** in the templating position perturb the structure of the enzyme in the open state.

![Binary complexes A) KlenTaq~d5SICS~ and B) KlenTaq~dNaM~. The 3′‐primer and 5′‐template nucleotides near the insertion site as well as finger domain helices O and O1 are shown as cartoons. **D5SICS** and **dNaM** are shown as sticks in dark blue and marine, respectively. Tyr671 and Phe667, which are discussed in the text, are shown as sticks (ss=single stranded).](CHEM-26-3446-g008){#chem201903525-fig-0006}

### 3.4.2. Closed ternary complexes {#chem201903525-sec-0012}

As it was found in NMR studies that **dNaM**--**d5SICS** prefers an intercalated structure in free duplex DNA not resembling a correct natural nucleobase pair, it was difficult to imagine how the efficient replication observed in functional studies can be accomplished by the enzyme. To investigate this circumstance, crystallization of ternary KlenTaq DNA polymerase complexes with hydrophobic UBPs in the active site was desired. Closed ternary complexes were obtained with **dPxTP** paired opposite **dDs** (termed KlenTaq~dDs--dPxTP~) and **d5SICSTP** paired opposite **dNaM** (termed KlenTaq~dNaM--d5SICSTP~) and compared with the fully natural complex KlenTaq~dG--dCTP~. In both complexes, addition of the substrate triphosphate induced the transition from an open to a closed state of the DNA polymerase by closure of the finger domain during which the templating nucleobases are flipped back from their extrahelical positions into the insertion site where the two nucleotides pair. The overall structures are very similar to KlenTaq~dG--dCTP~ with rmsd values for Cα atoms of 0.188 Å and 0.236 Å for KlenTaq~dDs--dPxTP~ and KlenTaq~dNaM--d5SICSTP~, respectively.

The triphosphate moieties together with Asp610, Asp785, and the backbone of Tyr611 coordinate two magnesium ions, characterizing an active closed complex prior to the insertion reaction (Figure [7](#chem201903525-fig-0007){ref-type="fig"} A--C). The distances between the primer 3′‐end (C3′ used for measuring as 3′‐OH is missing) and the α‐phosphate is virtually identical for the two modified complexes and the natural complex (3.8 Å for KlenTaq~dDs--dPxTP~ and KlenTaq~dNaM--d5SICSTP~, and 3.9 Å for KlenTaq~dG--dCTP~). In addition to the metal coordination, the triphosphate substrates seem very well stabilized at their positions through diverse interactions with the enzyme (Figure [7](#chem201903525-fig-0007){ref-type="fig"} A--C). The triphosphate moieties interact with the side chains of Lys663, Arg659, and His639 and the backbone of Gln613. On the minor groove side, the nitro group of **dPxTP** and the sulfur atom of **d5SICSTP** engage in water‐mediated interactions with Asn750, Gln754, and Glu615 just as is the case for the O2 atom of **dCTP**. The ribose moiety can form two hydrogen bonds: to the backbone of Glu615 via the 3′‐OH and to Arg573 via the ring oxygen. All these interactions are shown by using dashed lines for KlenTaq~dG--dCTP~ in Figure [7](#chem201903525-fig-0007){ref-type="fig"} B. Superimpositions show that these interactions are virtually the same for KlenTaq~dDs--dPxTP~ and KlenTaq~dNaM--d5SICSTP~ (Figure [7](#chem201903525-fig-0007){ref-type="fig"} A, C).

![Comparison of ternary complexes KlenTaq~dNaM--d5SICSTP~ (blue), KlenTaq~dDs--dPxTP~ (green) with the fully natural complex KlenTaq~dG--dCTP~ (gray). A--C) Interactions of KlenTaq DNA polymerase with the triphosphate substrate. Interactions are indicated for KlenTaq~dG--dCTP~ by dashed lines in B) and overlays are shown in A) and C). Magnesium ions are shown as spheres and colored marine, light gray, and light green, water molecules are shown as dark‐blue, dark‐gray, and dark‐green spheres, respectively. D,E) Insertion site deviations for KlenTaq~dNaM--d5SICSTP~ and KlenTaq~dDs--dPxTP~ in overlays with KlenTaq~dG--dCTP~. Relevant residues are shown as sticks and the O‐helix is shown as a cartoon. Major movements are indicated by black arrows.](CHEM-26-3446-g009){#chem201903525-fig-0007}

The most interesting finding from our study was that both hydrophobic UBPs do not intercalate but form a coplanar structure similar to the cognate Watson--Crick base pairs (Figure [8](#chem201903525-fig-0008){ref-type="fig"} A). The **dNaM**--**d5SICS** pair is positioned edge‐to‐edge (with an average distance of 4.2 Å between the hydrophobic edges of the nucleobases) and a C1′−C1′ internucleotide distance of 11.0 Å. This distance indicates that the pair is slightly enlarged in width compared with the natural **dG**--**dCTP** pair (10.6 Å). The **dDs**--**dPxTP** pair also adopts a planar orientation of the pairing partners. The average distance between the edges is 4.9 Å, resulting in a pair that is even larger in width with a C1′−C1′ distance of 11.3 Å between the pairing partners. To accommodate the wider base pair, in both cases the templating nucleotide is shifted towards the template backbone whereas the triphosphate residues stay in the same well‐defined position found for the natural substrates (Figure [8](#chem201903525-fig-0008){ref-type="fig"} A). Along with the shift of the templating nucleotide, interacting amino acids (Arg677, Ser674, and Met673) are also shifted in both structures in a similar way (Figure [7](#chem201903525-fig-0007){ref-type="fig"} D, E). To accommodate an artificial base pair with an elevated width, KlenTaq DNA polymerase seems to adjust the insertion site such that only residues on the template side are rearranged but residues in the catalytic site interacting with the triphosphate stay. This behavior would ensure proper alignment of the triphosphate substrate for attack by the 3′‐OH group of the primer end also for pairs that slightly differ in their dimensions from the natural consensus structure. Besides the enlarged base pair width, both hydrophobic pairs have different heights compared with the Watson--Crick pairs (Figure [8](#chem201903525-fig-0008){ref-type="fig"} A) although the exact dimensions differ in the two pairs and in their strand context (the orientation of the pairing partners in the primer or template). On the major groove side, the base pair is restricted by the O‐helix of the finger domain. In both structures, the larger base moieties cause a small shift of the overall O‐helix and connected helices away from the insertion site whereas the enzyme residues confining the base pair on the minor groove side stay unperturbed (Figure [7](#chem201903525-fig-0007){ref-type="fig"} D, E). More specifically, Thr664, which is situated closest to the thiophenyl moiety of **dDs** and to both **dNaM** and **d5SICSTP**, shifts upwards by 0.6 Å (measured at Cα atoms) in KlenTaq~dDs--dPxTP~ and 0.9 Å in KlenTaq~dNaM--d5SICSTP~. To accommodate the propynyldiol moiety of **dPxTP**, Arg660, located at the N‐terminus of the O‐helix, shifts away in a similar way as already observed for other KlenTaq structures with modified substrates (Figure [7](#chem201903525-fig-0007){ref-type="fig"} E).[72](#chem201903525-bib-0072){ref-type="ref"}, [73](#chem201903525-bib-0073){ref-type="ref"}, [74](#chem201903525-bib-0074){ref-type="ref"} Owing to the shift, an interaction of Arg660 with the 3′‐primer end is lost. This interaction could be important to stabilize the closed enzyme by connecting the finger domain and the bound DNA duplex. The lost interaction could theoretically be replaced by the diol moiety of **dPxTP**. Along with the observed shift, the tip of the finger domain as well as the artificial base pairs in KlenTaq~dDs--dPxTP~ and KlenTaq~dNaM--d5SICSTP~ show higher flexibility compared with the rest of the enzyme, indicated by elevated B‐factors (Figure [8](#chem201903525-fig-0008){ref-type="fig"} B). Apparently, the finger domain cannot close as tightly as in the natural complex, which could explain why the studied hydrophobic artificial base pairs are still formed with somewhat diminished efficiency compared with the natural counterparts.

![A) Edge‐to‐edge pairing of **dNaM**--**d5SICS** and **dDs**--**dPx** in the active site of KlenTaq DNA polymerase overlaid with the natural **dG**--**dCTP** pair of KlenTaq~dG--dCTP~. The base pair width and height described in the text is indicated. C1′−C1′ distances are given in Å and the enlarged base‐pair widths are indicated by arrows. B) Overall structures and base pair in the insertion site colored by B‐factors (blue=low flexibility, red=high flexibility). C) Base‐pair parameters of hydrophobic UBPs and natural **dG**--**dCTP** are visualized. Ribose and phosphates, as well as diol moiety of **dPx** are omitted for clarity. Base pairs are oriented such that the templating base plane lies orthogonal to the paper plane. Schemes of the parameters, stagger, buckle, and propeller are shown on the right side.](CHEM-26-3446-g010){#chem201903525-fig-0008}

The more detailed orientation of the hydrophobic pairing partners with respect to each other can be described by so‐called base pair parameters. These parameters were determined by using the 3DNA webserver.[75](#chem201903525-bib-0075){ref-type="ref"} As the artificial nucleotides are not recognized by the software, **dG** and **dCTP** were superposed manually in the program Coot[76](#chem201903525-bib-0076){ref-type="ref"} on the artificial nucleotides fitting the glycosidic bond and the nucleobase plane. The propeller twist (relative torsion between pairing partners with respect to the base pairing axis) and the buckle angle (angle of the bend between the two base planes across the line of base pairing) is similar between **dDs**--**dPxTP** and **dG**--**dCTP** but not to **dNaM**--**d5SICSTP** where it is significantly smaller (Figure [8](#chem201903525-fig-0008){ref-type="fig"} C). In addition, the **dNaM**--**d5SICS** pair exhibits a larger relative shift of the bases along the *z* axis (stagger=−1.2 Å) compared with **dG**--**dCTP** and **dDs**--**dPxTP**, where the stagger is close to zero. We show that although both artificial base pairs studied adopt an edge‐to‐edge orientation just as natural pairs in the active site of KlenTaq DNA polymerase, the base pair non‐planarity parameters can still vary between the different base pair candidates. All‐in‐all, concerning the three base pair non‐planarity parameters, buckle, propeller, and stagger, the **dDs**--**dPxTP** pair is more similar to the natural **dG**--**dCTP** pair in the active site of KlenTaq than **dNaM**--**d5SICSTP**.

In summary, binding of **d5SICSTP** opposite **dNaM** as well as **dPxTP** opposite **dDs** to KlenTaq DNA polymerase induces the formation of a closed enzyme complex that is poised for catalysis. In this complex, the sum of interactions between the developing artificial base pairs and the active site of KlenTaq DNA polymerase seem to well stabilize the hydrophobic pairs in the natural Watson--Crick‐like geometry. This finding thereby explains the high incorporation efficiencies of hydrophobic artificial base pairs by DNA polymerases despite lacking connecting hydrogen bonds.

### 3.4.3. Partially closed ternary complexes {#chem201903525-sec-0013}

In contrast to the fully closed complexes KlenTaq~dNaM--d5SICSTP~ and KlenTaq~dDs--dPxTP~, a different reaction state was trapped in the complex KlenTaq~d5SICS--dNaMTP~ with the opposite sequence context compared with KlenTaq~dNaM--d5SICSTP~ (now **d5SICS** in the template and **dNaMTP** added as substrate).[69](#chem201903525-bib-0069){ref-type="ref"} Soaking of binary crystals containing **d5SICS** at the templating position with **dNaMTP** led to a ternary complex, however, the transition to a closed ternary complex did not fully take place. The finger domain is trapped in a partially closed conformation and the **dNaMTP** substrate is bound to the O‐helix where it appears to be stabilized by ionic interactions of the triphosphate moiety with different protein residues (Figure [9](#chem201903525-fig-0009){ref-type="fig"} A). Consistent with the finger domain being positioned in an intermediate conformation between the fully open and fully closed states, Tyr671 is slightly displaced from its open conformation position in the insertion site (inset in Figure [9](#chem201903525-fig-0009){ref-type="fig"} B) and the templating **d5SICS** slightly moves from its extrahelical position towards the insertion site. Similar partially closed complexes have been described for BF DNA polymerase (Klenow‐like fragment of *Bacillus stearothermophilus* DNA polymerase I) with mismatched nucleotides in the insertion site.[68](#chem201903525-bib-0068){ref-type="ref"} It has been suggested that this conformation is a pre‐selection state in which the DNA polymerase tests for complementarity between the incoming substrate and the templating nucleotide before transitioning to the closed catalytically competent state. Additionally, partially closed ternary structures are reported for KlenTaq with an abasic site analog in the templating position.[77](#chem201903525-bib-0077){ref-type="ref"}, [78](#chem201903525-bib-0078){ref-type="ref"} Apart from these structural observations, a partially closed state was also found in Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) studies for the homologous *E. coli* DNA polymerase I.[79](#chem201903525-bib-0079){ref-type="ref"}, [80](#chem201903525-bib-0080){ref-type="ref"}, [81](#chem201903525-bib-0081){ref-type="ref"}, [82](#chem201903525-bib-0082){ref-type="ref"} It has been shown that the intermediate state is especially favored in the case of an incorrect nucleotide or ribonucleotide substrates bound to the enzyme and only sparsely populated with complementary dNTPs. Therefore, it is suggested that the state is a primary checkpoint for nucleotide selection on the pathway to the chemical step.[83](#chem201903525-bib-0083){ref-type="ref"} For efficient **dNaMMP** incorporation, we assume that a similar planar arrangement as observed in KlenTaq~dNaM--d5SICSTP~ is adopted, which would be reached by additional conformational changes based on our partially closed structure. The fact that for **dNaM**--**d5SICSTP**, a fully closed complex was readily obtained but for the **d5SICS**--**dNaMTP** only the described intermediate complex was trapped, is consistent with the often lower insertion efficiency of **dNaMMP** opposite **d5SICS** compared with **d5SICSMP** opposite **dNaM**.[84](#chem201903525-bib-0084){ref-type="ref"} The lower incorporation efficiency could be explained by changes or clashes in the active site of a fully closed enzyme with the **d5SICS**--**dNaMTP** pair. A superimposition of the **d5SICS**--**dNaMTP** pair on the **dNaM**--**d5SICSTP** pair in the closed KlenTaq~dNaM--d5SICSTP~ reveals that the methyl group of the **d5SICS** nucleobase in the templating position could come close to the O‐helix residue Thr664 (Figure [9](#chem201903525-fig-0009){ref-type="fig"} C).[85](#chem201903525-bib-0085){ref-type="ref"} This potential clash might make it more difficult for the finger domain to fully close. The base moiety, however, should still have enough freedom to rotate around the glycosidic bond, which would enable a closed complex but with additional energetic penalty.

![A) Partially closed ternary complex KlenTaq~d5SICS--dNaMTP~ (pale yellow). Residues of the O‐ and N‐helix interacting with the triphosphate are shown as sticks and **d5SICS** and **dNaMTP** are shown in dark blue and marine, respectively. B) Position of the O‐helix, the templating nucleotide, and Y671 (inset in a different orientation to visualize differences) for the open complex KlenTaq~d5SICS~ (pink), the partially closed complex KlenTaq~d5SICS--dNaMTP~ (pale yellow), and the fully closed complex KlenTaq~dNaM--d5SICSTP~ (blue) are shown. Transitions are indicated by black arrows. The substrates **dNaMTP** (for the partially closed complex) and **d5SICSTP** (for the closed complex) are shown in pale yellow and dark blue, respectively. C) Model of a **d5SICS**--**dNaMTP** pair (orange) superposed on the **dNaM**--**d5SICSTP** pair in the closed KlenTaq~dNaM--d5SICSTP~ structure (blue). A potential clash with Thr664 is indicated in red. Distances are given in Å.](CHEM-26-3446-g011){#chem201903525-fig-0009}

### 3.4.4. Post‐chemistry extension complexes {#chem201903525-sec-0014}

To understand the process of elongation after an UBP is formed in a DNA duplex, binary crystal structures of KlenTaq with **dNaM**--**d5SICS** in the post‐insertion site in both strand contexts (**dNaM** in the template and **d5SICS** in the primer and vice versa) and in different sequence contexts were solved (Figure [10](#chem201903525-fig-0010){ref-type="fig"} A--C).[69](#chem201903525-bib-0069){ref-type="ref"} The structures reveal that after synthesis and transition of the closed to the open enzyme complex, the artificial pair forms an intercalated structure similar to the one observed in the NMR study of free duplex DNA containing **dNaM**--**d5SICS** (see section 3.3).[55](#chem201903525-bib-0055){ref-type="ref"} With either a **dG** or **dC** nucleotide 5′ to the templating nucleotide mainly two different modes of intercalation are observed (Figure [10](#chem201903525-fig-0010){ref-type="fig"} A--C, different sequence contexts are termed I and II here). With a dG 5′ to the template dNaM, the d5SICS at the primer terminus is placed on top of dNaM in the template (Figure [10](#chem201903525-fig-0010){ref-type="fig"} A). With a dC 5′ to dNaM or d5SICS in the template, the hydrophobic primer nucleotide is placed below its pairing partner (Figure [10](#chem201903525-fig-0010){ref-type="fig"} B, C). All intercalating structures are characterized by a decreased C1′−C1′ distance of the pairing partners (between 8.4 and 10.0 Å). Both intercalation modes show unique stabilization patterns with surrounding protein residues (for more details, see ref. [69](#chem201903525-bib-0069){ref-type="ref"}). As a consequence of intercalation in the post‐insertion site, shifts in the thumb domain and the position of the primer/template duplex are observed. These become apparent in an overlay of the post‐insertion complexes with the natural binary complexes, exemplarily shown for the KlenTaq complex with **dNaM**--**d5SICS** and the template 5′ overhang with the sequence "GA" (termed KlenTaq~dNaM--d5SICS(I)~) and KlenTaq~dG~ (Figure [10](#chem201903525-fig-0010){ref-type="fig"} D). The primer as well as the template nucleotides are shifted compared with their natural position. The 3′‐OH group responsible for the next insertion reaction shifts by 4.5 Å (arrow in Figure [10](#chem201903525-fig-0010){ref-type="fig"} D) and to a similar extent in the other post‐insertion complexes. Based on the observed arrangement, extension of the primer with the next incoming nucleotide seems difficult. It is assumed that reversal of the intercalation of the artificial pairing partners has to take place before or during finger domain closure after binding of a new cognate substrate. The necessity of large conformational changes before extension of the hydrophobic artificial base pairs likely explains the low extension efficiencies observed in primer extension reactions, rendering the extension the bottleneck in the replication of DNA containing the UBP.[86](#chem201903525-bib-0086){ref-type="ref"}

![A--C) Intercalating structures of **dNaM**--**d5SICS** at the primer/template end in two different sequence contexts (I and II). For sequence context II, the structure was solved in both strand contexts (**dNaM** in the primer and **d5SICS** in the template and vice versa; B and C). C1′−C1′ distances between **dNaM** and **d5SICS** (marine and dark blue, respectively) are given in Å. 5′‐Single‐stranded template overhanging nucleotides are shown as lines and are indicated in bold letters in the sequence below the structures. D) Displacement of the intercalating primer and template nucleotides is exemplarily shown for KlenTaq~dNaM--d5SICS(I)~ (sand) compared with the natural situation in KlenTaq~dG~ (pale yellow). C3′ atoms of the primer terminus are shown in black and the displacements in the primer and template are indicated by black arrows.](CHEM-26-3446-g012){#chem201903525-fig-0010}

### 3.4.5. Proposed mechanism of replication for hydrophobic UBPs and its consequences {#chem201903525-sec-0015}

Based on the described data of the pre‐insertion and the elongation complexes of the **dNaM**--**d5SCIS** pair as well as previously reported kinetic and structural data,[65](#chem201903525-bib-0065){ref-type="ref"}, [66](#chem201903525-bib-0066){ref-type="ref"}, [67](#chem201903525-bib-0067){ref-type="ref"}, [68](#chem201903525-bib-0068){ref-type="ref"} a replication mechanism for hydrophobic artificial base pairs was proposed (Figure [11](#chem201903525-fig-0011){ref-type="fig"}). In a first step, the hydrophobic substrate binds to the O‐helix after which the enzyme samples different conformations and transitions to a closed state as soon as sufficiently stabilizing hydrophobic and packing interactions are made (Figure [11](#chem201903525-fig-0011){ref-type="fig"} A). The enzyme closure in turn induces the UBP to adopt a planar, Watson--Crick‐like structure that fits into the constraints of the active site and enables insertion of the substrate into the growing primer strand. Depending on the substrate bound, the intermediate states can be more or less transient. In the case of a bound **dNaMTP**, the crystallographically trapped partially closed state somehow seems to be more stable than the corresponding closed complex. After the insertion reaction, the DNA polymerase returns to the open state and pyrophosphate is released.[87](#chem201903525-bib-0087){ref-type="ref"} In this state, the UBP adopts a cross‐strand intercalated structure, which would hamper continued primer elongation (Figure [11](#chem201903525-fig-0011){ref-type="fig"} B, D). It is assumed that additional thermal fluctuations are necessary to resolve intercalation of the terminal base pair and reorganization of the DNA polymerase active site before the next nucleotide can be incorporated (Figure [11](#chem201903525-fig-0011){ref-type="fig"} C). The postulated mechanism clearly shows that the critical reaction step is the elongation step as reversal of intercalation and reorganization of the active site is needed to continue the synthesis (Figure [11](#chem201903525-fig-0011){ref-type="fig"} C). To overcome this drawback, it was concluded that intercalation properties have to be reduced to ease elongation with natural nucleotides. This can be realized, for example, by reducing the aromatic surface area of the nucleobases. In addition, interstrand intercalation should also be reduced by favoring intrastrand packing (meaning stabilization of unnatural pairing partners with natural nucleotides in the same strand) as opposed to interstrand packing.[42](#chem201903525-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"} Both concepts were realized by the Romesberg group in the development of **dTPT3** as a pairing partner for **dNaM** (Figure [1](#chem201903525-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"} B). Distal ring contraction and heteroatom derivatization of **d5ISCS** resulted in the **dTPT3** nucleotide, which shows improved incorporation and elongation properties.[12](#chem201903525-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"} Whether the **dMaM**--**dTPT3** adopts an intercalated post‐insertion structure and to what extent is not known. If intercalation occurs, it is possible that the arrangement is resolved more easily owing to its lower stability. This might be the reason for the higher PCR efficiency and fidelity observed for **dNaM**--**dTPT3** compared with **dNaM**--**d5SICS**. Similar variations as for **d5SICS** to yield **dTPT3** were made for **dNaM** and yielded the nucleotides **dMTMO** and **dPTMO** carrying a thiophene moiety (Figure [2](#chem201903525-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}). As mentioned above, the base pairs **dMTMO**--**dTPT3** and especially **dPTMO**--**dTPT3** show improved in vivo retention rates compared with **dNaM**--**dTPT3** despite their inferior properties in vitro.[42](#chem201903525-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"} A modeling study suggests that interaction of the thiophene sulfur atoms of both **dMTMO** and **dPTMO** favors internucleotide interactions with the primer nucleotide, which in turn disfavors intercalation.[42](#chem201903525-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"} For **dCNMO**, which bears a smaller, single ring nucleobase (Figure [2](#chem201903525-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}), pairing with **dTPT3** also shows superior in vivo performance compared with **dNaM**--**dTPT3**. It is assumed that the smaller ring is less prone to cross‐stand intercalation and the pair more likely adopts an edge‐to‐edge structure even without the constraints of the closed DNA polymerase.[43](#chem201903525-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"}

![Scheme of the proposed mechanism of replication for hydrophobic artificial base pairs. The steps corresponding to incorporation of the unnatural monophosphate (dark green) and subsequent extension of the nascent unnatural base pair are shown. Thereby, the O‐helix of the protein is shown as blue rectangles, phosphates are indicated with circles, natural nucleosides are shown as gray rectangles, and unnatural nucleotides are shown as dark‐ and light‐green rectangles. The structure of the unnatural pair in free duplex DNA[53](#chem201903525-bib-0053){ref-type="ref"}, [54](#chem201903525-bib-0054){ref-type="ref"} after several rounds of extension and enzyme dissociation is shown in the gray oval. Figure adapted from reference [83](#chem201903525-bib-0083){ref-type="ref"}.](CHEM-26-3446-g013){#chem201903525-fig-0011}

4. Structure of Hydrogen‐Bonding UBPs: The Benner Pair(s) {#chem201903525-sec-0016}
=========================================================

Besides the discussed hydrophobic base pairs, the second well‐replicated base pair family consists of the pairs developed in the Benner lab. The structure of the best candidate, the **dP**--**dZ** pair, in free duplex DNA and in the active site of KlenTaq DNA polymerase was also studied.[32](#chem201903525-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}, [88](#chem201903525-bib-0088){ref-type="ref"}, [89](#chem201903525-bib-0089){ref-type="ref"}, [90](#chem201903525-bib-0090){ref-type="ref"}

4.1. Structure in free duplex DNA {#chem201903525-sec-0017}
---------------------------------

The **dP**--**dZ** pair does not significantly perturb the double helical structure of DNA. Crystallographic studies showed that within a 16‐mer DNA double‐strand **dP** hydrogen bonds with **dZ** with geometries and distances similar to the canonical base pairs and the DNA duplex adopts known helical forms: A‐form for six consecutive **dP**--**dZ** pairs and mostly B‐form for two consecutive **dP**--**dZ** pairs (Figure [12](#chem201903525-fig-0012){ref-type="fig"} A).[88](#chem201903525-bib-0088){ref-type="ref"} One characteristic is that the major groove width is enlarged by up to 1 Å with respect to comparable G--C pairs in A‐ and B‐DNA, which may be necessary to accommodate the nitro group on **dZ**. Another unique feature is the stacking interaction of the nitro group in **dZ** with the adjacent nucleobase in the A‐form duplex. Even with the addition of a different UBP of the AEGIS family (the **dB**--**dS** pair, Figure [1](#chem201903525-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"} C), the double helix structure remains intact.[90](#chem201903525-bib-0090){ref-type="ref"} The three studied 16‐mer DNA duplexes consisting of four different base pairs (including six consecutive UBPs) only show minor geometrical differences compared with unmodified DNA.[90](#chem201903525-bib-0090){ref-type="ref"} This sequence‐independent structural regularity is attributed to a big extent to the presence of hydrogen bonding in the UBPs and is a key prerequisite for different molecular biological applications.

![A) Structure of **dP**--**dZ** in free duplex DNA for two different sequences. The duplexes forming B‐DNA or A‐DNA are shown as cartoons and the artificial nucleotides **dP** and **dZ** are colored raspberry and pink, respectively, and are shown as sticks in a close‐up representation. Sequences used for crystallization are shown below the duplexes. B,C) Superimposition of KlenTaqM~dP--dZTP~ (raspberry) and KlenTaq~dG--dCTP~ (gray). B) Structure of the **dP**--**dZTP** pair and the natural **dG**--**dCTP** pair in two different orientations. C1′−C1′ distance is given in Å. C) Residues interacting with the substrate triphosphate as well as coordinating magnesium ions (raspberry and light gray) and water molecules (pink and dark gray) are shown. Interactions are indicated by dashed lines.](CHEM-26-3446-g014){#chem201903525-fig-0012}

In addition to these crystallographic studies, the DNA duplex containing six consecutive **dP**--**dZ** pairs was studied by using long timescale (50 μs) molecular dynamics (MD) simulations.[89](#chem201903525-bib-0089){ref-type="ref"} Here, a significantly wider major groove and differing average values of stagger, as well as the dinucleotide step parameters, slide, twist, and h‐twist, as observed for an analogous natural oligonucleotide were identified (for more details, see ref. [89](#chem201903525-bib-0089){ref-type="ref"}). Interestingly, a cumulative effect of the number of **dP**--**dZ** pairs on the major groove width was observed. This finding could imply that inclusion of a large number of consecutive **dP**--**dZ** nucleobase pairs could result in an unstable DNA double helix.

4.2. Structure in KlenTaq DNA polymerase {#chem201903525-sec-0018}
----------------------------------------

The acceptance of the **dP**--**dZ** pair by DNA polymerases was studied by using X‐ray crystallography.[32](#chem201903525-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"} Therefore, a KlenTaq mutant (M444V, P527A, D551E, and E832V) that showed improved incorporation of **dZMP** opposite **dP** was used.[31](#chem201903525-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"} More specifically, a closed ternary pre‐insertion complex with **dZTP** paired opposite templating **dP** (KlenTaqM~dP--dZTP~) and a post‐incorporation complex with **dP**--**dZ** at the primer/template end in an open binary complex (KlenTaqM~dP--dZ~) was trapped (for primer/template sequence and PDB codes, see Figure [5](#chem201903525-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}).

The overall structure of KlenTaqM~dP--dZTP~ in the insertion site is similar to KlenTaq~dG--dCTP~ (rmsd: 0.347 for Cα atoms). As expected, **dP** and **dZTP** pair through three hydrogen bonds and the pair is oriented edge‐to‐edge with similar geometric parameters as **dG**--**dCTP** (Figure [12](#chem201903525-fig-0012){ref-type="fig"} B). The base pair width characterized by the C1′−C1′ distance is virtually identical between **dP**--**dZTP** (10.7 Å) and **dG**--**dCTP** (10.6 Å). Similar interactions for the enzyme, the primer/template duplex, and the incoming dNTP as in KlenTaq wild‐type (WT) with natural substrates are found (Figure [12](#chem201903525-fig-0012){ref-type="fig"} C). As a main difference of KlenTaqM~dP--dZTP~ compared with KlenTaq~dG--dCTP~, the Benner group identified a larger closure angle of the mutant′s finger domain when comparing the transitions of the mutant and WT binary to ternary complexes. Higher B‐factors at the tip of the finger domain, however, compared with KlenTaq~dG--dCTP~, and the fact that parts of the finger domain could not be modeled, indicate a less stable closed complex, which is similar to our finding in KlenTaq~dDs--dPxTP~ and KlenTaq~dNaM--d5SICSTP~.

The overall structure of the binary post‐insertion complex KlenTaqM~dP--dZ~ is again similar to the binary complex KlenTaq~dG~ (rmsd: 0.334 for Cα atoms). Minor groove and major groove interactions of the respective terminal base pair with the enzyme are almost identical for either the UBP or a natural base pair (Figure [13](#chem201903525-fig-0013){ref-type="fig"} A). In a superimposition of the two structures (for details, see ref. [32](#chem201903525-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}), the Benner group identified relevant differences in the template region in the vicinity of the active site (Figure [13](#chem201903525-fig-0013){ref-type="fig"} B, circled regions). The slightly different positioning of the phosphate moiety of the templating dG and presence of the nitro group of **dZ** would cause two clashes within the WT structure. Therefore, it is concluded that the post‐incorporation product (**dP**--**dZ** in the post‐insertion site) presents a challenge for the WT enzyme, which would need to be resolved by additional movements within the enzyme. The position of the ribose C3′ carrying the catalytic 3′‐OH at the primer terminus, however, is only slightly displaced when comparing KlenTaqM~dP--dZ~ and KlenTaq~dG~ (Figure [13](#chem201903525-fig-0013){ref-type="fig"} C). This is in great contrast to the binary post‐insertion complexes with the hydrophobic **dNaM**--**d5SICS** pair (Figure [10](#chem201903525-fig-0010){ref-type="fig"} D).

![A) Minor and major groove interactions of KlenTaq with the terminal primer/template pair in the binary complexes KlenTaq~dG~ (pale yellow) and KlenTaqM~dP--dZ~ (violet). B,C) Superimposition of KlenTaq~dG~ and KlenTaqM~dP--dZ~ to visualize potential clashes if **dP**--**dZ** is formed in the WT enzyme (B) and to visualize differences in the position of the primer terminus (C, indicated by arrows).](CHEM-26-3446-g015){#chem201903525-fig-0013}

5. Comparison of Different UBP Candidates {#chem201903525-sec-0019}
=========================================

Apart from their molecular structure and pairing concept, the three UBP candidates discussed in this review differ in their processing by DNA polymerases, their structure in the active site of KlenTaq DNA polymerase, and their structural influence on free duplex DNA. Thereby, pronounced differences exist between the two families: hydrogen‐bonding versus non‐hydrogen‐bonding base pairs, but some differences are also present within the group of hydrophobic UBPs.

5.1. Comparison of hydrophobic UBPs {#chem201903525-sec-0020}
-----------------------------------

### 5.1.1. Processing by DNA polymerases {#chem201903525-sec-0021}

The Hirao pairs **dDs**--**dPx** (meaning **dDs** and differently modified **dPx**) are replicated more efficiently by a B‐family DNA polymerase (Deep Vent *exo*+) whereas for the Romesberg pairs (**dNaM**--**d5SICS** and related pairs), the best in vitro results are obtained with a mixture of Taq (family A) and Deep Vent DNA polymerase (family B).[36](#chem201903525-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"}, [37](#chem201903525-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"}, [40](#chem201903525-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"} As replicative DNA polymerases share a common selection mechanism,[66](#chem201903525-bib-0066){ref-type="ref"} our structural studies---although made with the A‐family KlenTaq DNA polymerase---can explain the high incorporation efficiency and selectivity that is reached by other DNA polymerases. We act on the assumption that the utilized B‐family DNA polymerase Deep Vent (and of course also the full length Taq DNA polymerase) also enforces a Watson--Crick‐like pairing of the hydrophobic artificial base pairs upon closure of the finger domain. The different UBP acceptance by different members of A‐ and/or B‐family polymerases suggests that this parameter should be considered in optimizing in vitro amplification conditions for new candidates.

### 5.1.2. Structure in the active site of KlenTaq {#chem201903525-sec-0022}

Regarding the ternary structures KlenTaq~dDs--dPxTP~ and KlenTaq~dNaM--d5SICSTP,~ only small differences are observed within the two UBP/enzyme complexes, but we find similar differences compared to the fully natural complex. Both hydrophobic artificial base pairs have an elevated base pair width and height and amino acid side chains shift on the template and the major groove side of the UBPs in both cases. The finger domain is more flexible in both UBP/enzyme complexes compared with the natural complex, which indicates that the unnatural pair leads to a less stable closed complex, explaining the still lower insertion efficiency of these unnatural substrates. In a detailed analysis regarding the base pair parameters,[70](#chem201903525-bib-0070){ref-type="ref"} the Hirao pair **dDs*--*dPxTP** in the active site of KlenTaq~dDs--dPxTP~ is more similar to the natural **dG**--**dCTP** pair than **dNaM**--**d5SICSTP** in KlenTaq~dNaM--d5SICSTP~, which, however, does not lead to significantly better incorporation properties.

5.2. Comparison of hydrogen‐bonding and hydrophobic UBPs {#chem201903525-sec-0023}
--------------------------------------------------------

### 5.2.1. Processing by DNA polymerases {#chem201903525-sec-0024}

Generally, the hydrogen‐bonding **dP**--**dZ** pair shows less amplification fidelity in PCR experiments compared with the hydrophobic UBPs discussed here (see values in section 2.1), mainly owing to mispairing with natural nucleotides.[30](#chem201903525-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}, [33](#chem201903525-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"} Therefore, in terms of orthogonality to natural pairs, it seems to be advantageous if pairing relies on a different principle. The reported pairs that rely on hydrophobic and packing interactions rather than hydrogen bonds show low incorporation efficiencies opposite natural pairs, leading to high fidelities in replication. If, however, several consecutive UBPs should be inserted in a DNA strand, hydrogen‐bonding UBPs perform explicitly better. Although enzymatic incorporation of up to four consecutive **dP**--**dZ** pairs into a DNA strand can be accomplished,[30](#chem201903525-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"} consecutive incorporation of hydrophobic UBPs is more difficult. In case of **dDs**--**dPx**, highly efficient amplification could only be reached if two **dDs** bases were separated by at least six natural bases.[38](#chem201903525-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"} For the **dNaM**--**d5SICS** pair, sequences containing two consecutive unnatural pairs or two unnatural pairs separated by one or six natural nucleotides could indeed be amplified but with lower fidelity than with only one UBP in the investigated DNA strand.[40](#chem201903525-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"} This different fidelity most probably relies on the two different types of pairing: hydrogen‐bonding opposed to hydrophobic and stacking interactions, however, hydrogen‐bonding is advantageous in this case.

### 5.2.2. Structure in duplex DNA {#chem201903525-sec-0025}

Pairings based on hydrophobic and packing interactions favor intercalation of the pairing partners under some conditions, for example, in free duplex DNA in the reported NMR studies[55](#chem201903525-bib-0055){ref-type="ref"}, [56](#chem201903525-bib-0056){ref-type="ref"} or in post‐incorporation complexes with KlenTaq DNA polymerase,[69](#chem201903525-bib-0069){ref-type="ref"} which distorts the structure of the DNA double helix at the site of the UBP. In contrast, even several consecutive **dP**--**dZ** pairs do not destroy the helical structure of a DNA duplex.[88](#chem201903525-bib-0088){ref-type="ref"} Albeit, also here the three‐dimensional structure is affected (wider major groove and differing step and helix parameters than observed for the analogous natural oligonucleotide), as was shown by molecular dynamics simulations[89](#chem201903525-bib-0089){ref-type="ref"} and crystal structures.[88](#chem201903525-bib-0088){ref-type="ref"} Experimental structures of free duplex DNA containing two or more consecutive hydrophobic artificial base pairs do not exist to our knowledge. However, MD simulations by Galindo‐Murillo et al. show that the double helical structure of DNA is disturbed to a great extent if more than one **dNaM**--**d5SICS** pair is included in the DNA and completely collapses into a globular structure with five UBPs present in the sequence.[54](#chem201903525-bib-0054){ref-type="ref"}

### 5.2.3. Structure in the active site of KlenTaq {#chem201903525-sec-0026}

In the closed ternary complexes, the three UBPs **dP**--**dZ**, **dNaM**--**d5SICS**, and **dDs**--**dPx** behave similarly. All pairs adopt a Watson--Crick‐like planar edge‐to‐edge structure and induce the DNA polymerase to close. The enzyme establishes interactions with the triphosphate substrate through the same residues in the three complexes. In contrast to the hydrophobic UBPs, **dP**--**dZ** does not show an elevated base pair width and only a difference in height owing to the nitro group of the substrate **dZ**, which does not seem to disturb the closure of the finger domain. Base pair geometric parameters (stagger, buckle, and propeller) are similar for **dP**--**dZTP**, **dDs**--**dPxTP**, and **dG**--**dCTP** but differ in the case of **dNaM**--**d5SICSTP**. This difference, however, does not seem to directly influence the incorporation efficiency as **dNaM**--**d5SICSTP** is well replicated by the related Taq DNA polymerase.[12](#chem201903525-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}

A significant difference exists regarding the binary post‐insertion complexes with either the hydrophobic **dNaM**--**d5SICS** pair or the hydrogen‐bonding **dP**--**dZ** pair. Intercalation of **dNaM** and **d5SICS** in the post‐insertion site distinctly distorts the primer/template duplex and we assume that large conformational rearrangements are necessary to enable an elongation reaction. In KlenTaqM~dP--dZ~, the primer 3′‐end is not significantly different compared with the natural complex and elongation seems easier.

6. Summary and Conclusions {#chem201903525-sec-0027}
==========================

In this review, we discussed two different families of artificial base pairs. The **dP**--**dZ** pair is based on an alternative hydrogen‐bonding pattern (rearranged hydrogen‐bonding donor and acceptor groups) compared with the natural base pairs **dA**--**dT** and **dG**--**dC** and adopts similar structures in free duplex DNA and the active site of KlenTaq DNA polymerase as the natural pairs. Therefore, known DNA double helical forms (A‐ and B‐DNA) are adopted even if several consecutive **dP**--**dZ** or related pairs are present in a DNA strand. Compared with completely natural DNA, however, several structural parameters that characterize the double helix differ, resulting, for example, in a double helix with a wider major groove. The fidelity of replication by DNA polymerases is still lower for **dP**--**dZ** than for the discussed hydrophobic UBPs, mainly owing to the higher propensity for mispairing with natural nucleotides.

The second family, the hydrophobic UBPs, are different in structure and pairing mechanism compared with the natural nucleotides. Nevertheless, both **dNaM**--**d5SICS** and **dDs**--**dPx** are replicated with high fidelity in PCR reactions. Our structural studies of KlenTaq and **dNaM**--**d5SICS** and **dDs**--**dPx** emphasize that the pairs relying on hydrophobic and packing forces are sufficiently plastic to adopt the edge‐to‐edge structure necessary for positive selection by a DNA polymerase in the insertion site. In free duplex DNA or at the post‐insertion site within the binary DNA polymerase/primer/template complex, in contrast, **dNaM**--**d5SICS** pairs in an intercalative mode where stacking interactions between the pairing partners seem to be maximized.[55](#chem201903525-bib-0055){ref-type="ref"}, [69](#chem201903525-bib-0069){ref-type="ref"} This is in contrast to the later performed computational studies, which showed that in free duplex DNA, **dNaM**--**d5SICS** and related pairs adopt a rather planar orientation. For **dDs**--**dPx**, structures in free duplex DNA or post‐insertion KlenTaq complexes do not exist. Partly inspired by structural data and the proposed mechanism of replication for hydrophobic artificial base pairs, the optimized **dNaM**--**dTPT3** pair was developed in the Romesberg group, which is PCR amplified with even higher fidelities compared with **dNaM**--**d5SICS**. Insertion of consecutive hydrophobic UBPs or several hydrophobic UPS separated by only a few natural nucleotides into a DNA strand is still challenging. This is consistent with MD simulations, which show that DNA strands containing several hydrophobic UBPs do not form stable DNA double helices. For many applications (e.g., the coding for unnatural amino acids), however, the presence of several UBPs within a short sequence is not necessary. An additional feature of the **dDs**--**dPx** pair is that DNA containing the dPx nucleotide can be further modified with functional groups of interest through Schiff base formation involving the diol moiety.

All described artificial base pairs and potential emerging ones show different properties and are useful in diverse applications. Each of these pairs has got its own advantages or disadvantages, which definitely support their parallel existence. Fields of application are manifold. This motivates us to develop and characterize different families of artificial base pairs in the future, thus generating a pool of candidates from which one can select according to the respective requirements.
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